
MYSTERY BABYLON SETS UP #4
TOPIC: THE UFO:THE KINGDOM OF DARKNESS

SUB-TOPICS: 1.CONTEST AND BATTLEFIELD

2.THE TAKE OVER

3.WHAT THEY SHALL DO IN THE EARTH

4. THE SEED OF THE DRAGON AMONG MEN

5. THE UFO: THE KINGDOM OF DARKNESS

Over many years, people have seen UFO’s, (Unidentified Flying Objects), in the air over their
heads. And now in our day, these sights have greatly increased itself, and at this point, the sea
and the waves are roaring with perplexity, which means they have no answers in explaining
these phenomena and/or, the meaning of the UFO in truth. The truth of these things and all
others is clearly seen under divine prophecy.

What are they?
The Forces of Darkness; the kingdom of Death is now on the earth.

Your scripture’s are:
Rev. 12:9, quote: “And the great dragon was cast out, that old serpent, called the Devil and
Satan, which deceiveth the whole world: he was cast out into the earth, and his angels were
cast out with him.”

Rev. 12:10, last part: “For the accuser of our brethren is cast down, which accused them
before our God, both day and night.”

Rev 12:12, last part: Woe to the inhabiters of the earth and of the sea! For the devil is come
down unto you, having great wrath, because he knoweth that he hath but a short time.”
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Rev. 12:13, quote: “And when the dragon saw that he was cast unto the earth…” Here we see
that the whole forces of darkness is cast out of their heavenly places, which was near
paradise in the upper firmament’s over the earth, (Rev. 12:8) “... neither was their place found
anywhere in heaven.”

Now notice the kingdom of death, under its cartoon symbol,
Rev. 12:3, quote: And there appeared another wonder in heaven; and behold a great

red dragon, having seven heads and ten horns and seven crowns upon his heads.

Here you are seeing the United Kingdom of Death. The seven heads and seven crowns show
seven kings of death united into one body therefore, the body of the dragon. The ten horns are
principalities with these kingdoms. These seven kings and principalities and all angels with them
are beings who once were in heaven with God.

Now death is a power, the opposite of life. And these angels went out from God and taken unto
themselves the power of death, in which they rebelled against God, to destroy and to kill the
living things of God. They are here to destroy and to kill the human beings, to rule them even
unto death. Now at the foundation of the world, even at the time of the creation of our earth,
the angels which is now the forces of darkness had already fallen and refused repentance, and
until their time had expired and divine and righteous judgment of God expelled them out of the
kingdom of Heaven; because of their wickedness. In the works of the Holy Father, seven
universes was on the books of Creation. And yet, judgement and damnation of total destruction
is set against death and all that is with it. And now that the kingdom of death is brought to the
earth by the devil, (Him), the father of lies, by which all the world is deceived, grabbed the
earth from man, at the fall of Adam.

CONTEST AND BATTLEFIELD!

For six thousand years, the earth became a battlefield and a contest between good and evil. As
God brought forth into life all the human beings which were in the book of life, and the devil
made war against them for six thousand years. It was agreed in heaven to allow the beast to
stay in the earth for that time;

(Rev. 17:17), quote: “For God hath put in their hearts to fulfil his will, and to agree and
give their kingdom unto the beast, until the words of God shall be fulfilled.”

Now, at the time of Christ, the devil claimed the earth as his;
(Luke 4:5-7), quote: “And the devil taketh him up into a high mountain, and shewed

unto him all the kingdom of the world in a moment of time. And the devil said unto him, all
this power will I give thee, and the glory of them: “For that it is delivered unto me!”
Yet in reality, the devil have nothing, he can create nothing. He is called the prince of the
air…(Eph. 2:2)! Already we see that the forces of darkness is in the earth, in the name of death
and destruction to the human family!
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THE TAKEOVER!

The UFO, the kingdom of death, which also are the forces of evil, will take over the complete
rule of the earth through the Government's of Men. The Government of Earth will amalgamate
with the forces of evil which is the Kingdom of Death.

Your scripture coverage on this fact is (Rev. 13 and Daniel 8:23,24). Now, compare the cartoon's
of the dragon with the amalgamation of men, (Rev. 12:3; with Rev. 13:1,2)!

Here we see seven heads and ten horns with crowns. The dragon shall match human forces with
evil forces in respect to places, powers and government. The dragon have seven kings with
crowns and in the earth you have seven continents over which these king's will rule. The seven
divisions of land are these, Europe, Asia, Africa, Australia, Antarctica, North America and
South America and there also are seven seas.

Now, again look at the beast which cometh up out of the sea are people; (Rev. 17:15). And they
shall divide the nation's into ten government's according to the horn's in the beast of the sea or
there shall be ten kingdom's in the earth. And the dragon shall set ten unseen principalities of
death over them, according to the horn's of the dragon. Now again, look at the leopard like
beast of the sea, here is the government of men united with the forces of darkness: the
kingdom of death, which was cast out of heaven to the earth. Now you have the takeover and
comparison and line-up!

WHAT THEY SHALL DO IN THE EARTH

They shall rebirth men in the knowledge of evil, and set them as leader's over the nation's using
a religious system. The kingdom of death shall receive worship of men through it, (Rev. 13:4-7).
And they shall destroy the Saint's of God, (Dan. 8:24; Dan. 7:20,21).

Dan. 8:24, quote: “And his power shall be mighty, but not by his own power: and he
shall destroy wonderfully, and shall prosper, and practice, and shall destroy the
mighty and the holy people.”

Dan. 7:20,21, quote: “And of the ten horn’s that were in his head, and of the other
which came up, and before whom three fell... I beheld, and the same horn
made war with the saints, and prevailed against them” Please compare Rev.
12:17!

THE SEED OF THE DRAGON AMONGST MEN

(Gen. 3:15); already in secret and yet among men, the serpent have already rebirth her seed's
among men. (Rev. 17:1-17)!
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In the wilderness of seclusion, yet among men, the dragon have made up his seeds. They are
holding some strange doctrine's to themselves of which will not be manifested until the beastly
government is set up. The UFO's have been watching the earth, the government's of the
Nation's and set up a system of complete takeover. Many thousands of them are in the earth or
in the air. Where did they come from? or The place of them?---In the upper firmament's
overlooking the earth at the time of judgment, when all earth was brought to trail at the end of
the world; as mentioned by the Prophet Daniel; (Dan. 7:9,10, 13).

There was a court war, when the devil accused us before the heavenly court day and night, (Rev.
12:7,8). Then the forces of evil became violent and they were cast out from the upper
firmament unto the earth. Notice verse 8: {and prevailed not, Neither was their Place, found
anymore in the heaven's.

Note the word PLACE: (webster); a region or open space or a city or town, a portion of
space used for habitation.

So great was the power of violence until the place of the evil forces was torn out and destroyed
in the air. And now they are upon earth to take up habitation with man, to rule over him and to
destroy the Saint's of God. God having revealed to me by night vision what the people  see up
there are the works of the devil and the forces of evil, manifesting themselves unto man as
UFO's. They will take over and rule, but only for a short time, beginning at nineteen sixty nine.
Six thousand sixty six year's is given to the judgment of the earth. As the prophet beheld, that
the beast and the false prophets were given to the burning flames and the devil cast in the pit
for a thousand years. Now for further words on the UFO's as to the truth of what is used to
make the glow are material particles of some nature...that we may know the truth of these
things.
I, in a vision, was flying in the air, and I saw an object flying in the air which the devil was
moving about, it was in a cigar shape with a cross at both ends of it and it was made of burned
slag or a boulder. And I went up to try my power against it, seeing that I had power against it I
went my way. I know that their places was torn to pieces by great violence.

These objects may be fragment's from their torn up places that the forces of evil is pushing
around. But the truth which we do have is of the kingdom of death, which is the forces of
darkness which were cast down to the earth among Men.

Your friend and fellow servant of the most High God, The Savior Jesus Christ
James T. Webb
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